Guided Reading on “Changes and Exchanges” in Africa

1) What are some of the changes that occurred in Africa in the century prior to 1870? (756)

2) Describe the origin and significance of the Zulu kingdom? Which leader emerged in 1818? How was he able to extend the Zulu kingdom? Where? (757)

3) How did Muslim rulers in the savannas extend their territories? Where did the largest of these reform movements occur? How did the Sakoto Caliphate arise? What was its significance? (759)

4) How did Egypt begin to modernize under Muhammad Ali? How did he create the strongest state in the Muslim world by the 1830s? How had Egypt changed by the time Muhammad Ali’s reign ended in 1848? (759-760)

5) Why did Muhammad Ali’s son, Ismail, encounter problems when he attempted to modernize Egypt? How did this affect Egypt’s independence? (760)

6) How did Ethiopian rulers consolidate their territory and attempt to modernize? What items did they purchase from Europeans that enabled their continued independence? (761)

7) Why was the French invasion of Algeria a costly mistake? How long did it take for France to subdue Algerian resistance? How many Europeans had settled there by 1871? (761)

8) How did the nature of slavery in Africa change in the 19th century? (762-763)